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Our Story
Who  we  are

React Studio was founded by Cel and Ben, who each bring more than a decade

of experience performing for audiences worldwide. After performing for many

different circuses, including Cirque du Soleil, they and their team bring their

talent and imagination, to deliver a high quality variety of performances.



Our Vision
Bringing  emotions  to  life

React is a Contemporary Circus Company with a team of

accomplished Aerial and Ground artists . We aim to inspire and

wow your guests while bringing your creative visions to life.



Our Acts
Bringing  emotions  to  life
We can provide many different Aerial and Ground Circus

Acts for different venues, events and themes.

From event ambiance and single acts to larger productions,

we can create a package to suit your needs.



SILKS

Silks are an elegant and

powerful act that can convey a

variety of feelings. 

These can be performed by

one performer as a focus point

in the event, or by multiple

performers in different areas of

your venue to fill the space and

create a immersive experience

for your guests.

Duo Silks is also possible. Two

artists perform on one silk in a

dramatic display, flying

through the air together,

creating a truely breathtaking

experience.



TRAPEZE

Trapeze is a versatile act.

It can be performed by one artist (Single

Trapeze), by 2 artists together (Double Trapeze)

and it can be performed by 3 or 4 artists on the

same point (Triple or Quad Bar).

All of these act options can be tailored to your

chosen theme. Ranging from a raw, fast paced,

dynamic performance, to a more elegant and

graceful display of flexibility and strength.



HOOP

The Hoop is a classic apparatus that mesmerises the

audience as the performer creates incredible

shapes utilising their strength and flexibility. This

can be performed by one or two performers on the

same hoop and is a great addition to any

performance.

Hoop is a perfect apparatus for either ambient

performances or center stage contemporary

creations.



SWINGING  TRAPEZE
Performed by one artist swinging through

the air, defying the laws of gravity with

incredible acrobatic movements.*

*The performer uses safety lines

SPANISH  WEB
Spanish Web is a truely unique visual

feast for the eyes. This typically fast

paced, energetic act, has our performer

spinning and contorting while often

hanging from no more than their ankle.

An unforgettable center piece to any

event or performance.

HAMMOCK

Combining the subtlety of Silks and the

flow of Hoop, Hammock is the perfect

blend of both. Our performers will dazzle

your audiences with this number, as they

move from shape to shape seamlessly.

This act especially shines when

combined with a winch to lift our

performers and make them soar.



CONTORTION
Like the circuses of old, our

contortionists will amaze you with

their unbelievable movements and

skill. An elegant act that works well

as ambiance or a feature piece for

guests to marvel at.

HAND  TO  HAND
When theres no apparatus to hang

from, we will balance on each other.

This exciting act will bring energy and

feats of strength to any venue.

Performed with either 2 or 3 people,

our acrobats will balance and flip to

entertain even the toughest of critics

TOSS
As it says in the name, Toss is an act the

focuses on one or more performers

being swung from side to side, while

mere millimeters from the ground.

Performed with two Circus Strongmen

and 1 or more lovely ladies, this act is

something spectacular to witness.
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bookings@reactstudio .co .nz

027 5313250 Ben - Director

020 4313240 Cel - Director


